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Abstract

A new system of biorthogonal polynomials is developed for the angu-

lar expansion of the directional flux in the linear Bollxma.nntransport

eqpation. Recursion relations and an addition theorem are derived for a

system of biorthogonal polynomials shown by Didon (1868) to be orthogonal

over the unit hemisphere. These polynomials are applied to two dimen-

sional.fomns of the Bollxanannequation. Equations for the coefficients

of expansion are derived when the directional flux is expanded in a series

of either system of polynomials. One of these systems of equations is

shown to be a linear combination (with specific coefficients) of the

equations obtained when the directional flux is expanded in spherical

harmonic functions, and it is shown that this same system reduces to the

spherical harmonics equations in one dhensional plane geometry.
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Introduction

One of the cmmon methods of formulating mathematical.approxi-

mations to the Boltzmann transport equation Involves the expansion

of the angular dependence of the directional flux in spherical harmonics.

The expansion process results in an infinite system of coupled eqxitions

for the expansion coefficients, and this system is usually truncatedby

means of a terminating condition, which may be chosen almost arbitrarily.

The approach has several advantages. It can be applied in general geom-

etriesl,2
and is convenient because of the orthogonality properties of

the spherical harmonic functions. If the particle sources include aniso-

tropic scattering, the spherical hamnonic addition theorem permits simple

treatment of this kind of a source and minimizes the source coupling of

the equations for the expansion coefficients. Further, particle conser-

vation, a property of the exact transport e~ation, is maintained in the

equations of the spherical harmonic approximations.

Despite these advantages, considerable effort has been expended in

developing other angular expansion approximations. Part of this effort

has been motivatedby the desire to find simpler or more rapidly conver-

ging approximate systems. In one dimensional plane gemetry, Aspelund3

and Conkie4 investigated Tschebyscheff angular e~snsions, and Mika5 and

Pomraning6 considered expansions in terms of Jacobi polynomials. All of

7



these efforts, which substitute classical orthogonal polynomials for the

spherical harmonic f’imctions,lead to approximationswhich are not readi-

ly generalized to other geometries and which, without modification, do

not conserve particles. At the expense of the convenience of orthogon-

ality and addition theorems, these latter two failings are eliminated by

the very general e~sion method proposed by Carlson.7,8

In this work still another expansion procedure is described, one

which, although it may be applied to one or two dimensional cylindrical

geometry, seems particularly adapted for use in two dimensional (x,y)

rectangular geometry. In this method the angular dependence of the di-

rectional flux is expanded in terms of either of two systems of poly-

nomials in two variables. The two systems of polynomials form abiorthog-

onal set and possess an addition theorem that permits simple treatment of

anisotropic scattering. In (x,Y) geometry the systems of equations for

the expansion coefficients ~ssess syxmnetryproperties lacking in the

usual spherical harmonic expansion. h the same geometqy, expansion in

terms of one system of polynomials of the biorthogonal set is a general-

ization oft&Legendre polynmial expansion in plane geometry, and the

system of equations for the expansion coefficients is easily reduced to

the plane geometry case.

The work described here is preliminary in that no consideration is

given to derivation of boundary conditions or to examination of termina-

ting conditions. In addition, no attempt is made to solve the general

systems of equations that are obtained. We content ourselves with

8
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deriving equations for expansion coefficients, examining some of the

properties of these e~ations, and deriving the basic relations satis-

fied by the biorthogonal polynomials.

In the first section we formulate the Boltzmann eqy.ationin (x,y)

rectangular gemnetry and describe the angular coordinate systems used

throughout the work. In the second section we derive the two systems of

coupled equations that result when the directional flux is eqanded in

each of the two systems of polynomials of the biotihogonal set. Ih the

third section one of these systems is related to the usual spherical

harmonic expansion, and in a fourth section certain elementary proper-

ties of the systems are examined. In a final section we discuss possi-

bilities (of which there are many) for future investigations. Deriva-

tion of identities used in the text and of other usefhl relations are

given in the appendices. In addition, the use of biotihogonal polyno-

mialsin cylindrical geometry and the expansion technique of Carlson are

described in appendices.

9



The Boltzmann Eqyation in (x,y) Geometry

The general time-independent,monoenergetic Boltzmann equation is

v“(&J) + t@lr(Jyz) = J Wz’if(&Q’)u&Jy(&’ -@ +-J&&Q) (1)

(

in which a and us are the =croscopic total and scattering cross sections,

~ is the particle flux (speed times density) at position& traveling in

the direction& f is the probability for transfer of a particle to cX2

about Qafter a scattering event in dQ’ about&’, and d is the source of

particles. For notational convenience we have restricted ourselves to

the monoenergetic eqpation, but the expansions in the following sections

are also applicable to the velocity dependent equation.

If the medium under consideration is infinite in the z direction,

and if sources and cross sections do not depend on z, then ~ is inde-

pendent of z, and Eq. (1) becomes

In Eq. (2) the angular coordinate system is such that Q*&=l.l, &+=v,

and Q“e
-%Z

= ljas depicted in Fig. 1. The variables p, ~, and ~ are

the direction cosines of& and, hence,

.

.

.

u)
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Fig. 1. Coordinate Systems.
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IJ2

so that

+-q2+g2=l (3)

the tiit vector~ =Q(v,%5) sub&cttoEq. (3)0 we Shallh-

occasion to use two other representations of Q:

a) Q = @,q) q = (1 - ~2)* C06Q
(4)

g = (1 - ~2)* Sinq)

h) & = Q(WO ~=(1- E2)* COSD

(5)
n = (1- ~2)&sirxD

These coordinates are also shown in Fig. 1. In terms of Eq. (4), the

transport equation can be written

.%+, *+ @(% Y,l.b,) ;= us J C@’ ?dcp’tix,y,ll’,@)f(Q +Q
-at

+ X4(x,y,p,(p)
(6)

Now, ifA is an even function of q and if f~’ ~&) is a function of&l ●&

only, then ~ is also an even function of q, or

an even function of ~, and hence a function of

of Eq. (3)1. These statements can be verified

what is the same thing,

v and q alone [because

by noting that

JI”W= PO= pf.1’ +qq’ + g.g’

=~’ +(1- zh~ ) (1 - @2)*cos(q3 - (p’)
(7)

.

.
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and observing from Eq. (6) that *(x,y,~,-g) satisfies the same equation

as *(X>Y)L@ )j assuming the boundary conditions are also even in q. None

of these assumptions is very restrictive and we use them in the remainder

of the work, writing

-1~~~1

()~q)~yc

where we have made use of evenness of ~ and used the notation

9’) (9)

The variable of integration in the scattering integral can now be changed,

giving

-1 0

In the following derivations we do not

plicitly and adopt the convention that

hemisphere and that all integrals @&j

(lo)

display integration limits ex-

all integrals d@p are over the

2 <1.are over the domain V* + q _

13



Biorthogonal Polynomial Expansion of the Flux

We first expand the directional flux in terms of polynomials

um(~~~)jwhich are definedby the generating action

(l-qJ-@) moo
G1(a,b,~,q) = = X Z a%%m(~,q)

(1-ap-bq)2 +(a2+b2)(l-~2-q2) n=Oxn=O

(11)

assuming that a and b are small enough that the sum on the right con-

verges, i.ed, that a2 i.b2 ~ 1. Equation (11) is the two variable analog

of the generating function for the Tschebyscheff Polynomials,g Tn(p).

The first few of the Um are displayed in Tdble I.

We let

where the binomial

()*P .W
u CY!p!

coefficient is

The polynomials U are orthogonal over

(l-p2- V2)+ to the @ynoxnials V

(12)

(13)

the unit circle with weight

defined by the generating function

G2(a,b,V,q) = (1-~V-~+a2+b2)-*= ? !? a%~m(w,q) (14)
n=O =-0

14
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The polynomials V are the two variable smalog of the Legendre polynomials,

P=(V)” The first few of the V.- are shown in Table II. In
LL

Vno(wl) = l’n(l-d
first studiedby

U.Lu

and Vm(~,q) = Pm(q). The polynomials*U

Didon,
10

and in particular, he proved that

JJWwmum(l - U*- 72)+= a2m+2n+l ()
Tab

nump

where 5m and 5
@

are Kronecker synibols,e.g.,

6= = On+a

,= 1 n=o!

particular

and V were

(15)

(1.6)

The proof of Eq. (15) is reproduced in Appendix A. Multiplying Eq. (12)

by V.. and integrating, we have
llul

Ym(%Y) = J/ (17)

*
The&u&ors discovered these olynomials independently. I (ILD.L.)

?had noticed in previous workl with the transport e~ation in (x,y)
geometry that certain polynomials in u and q occurred. By GraDI-
Schmidt orthogonalization I generated the first few Vn and recognized
that they were generated byG2. However, the Vm are not themselves
orthogonal. Studying the Bate&W literature on orthogonal polynomials,
I came to the conclusion that the polynomials U were generatedby a
generalization of the one variable Tschebyscheff polynomial generating
function. However, I chose tie logarithmic ftmction (see Appendix B).
Nelson De~th and I used this function to generate the first few Um and
were attempting to prove orthogonality when he found the Didon reference.
He recognized the applicability of the work when he saw a tabulation of
the polynomials Umt The work of Didon (published 1868) seems to be the
only existing description of the U and V ~lynomials.

.



n/m

o

1

0

1

Table II

The Polynomials Vm(V,rI)

2

+

a!f.zia
2

3(35 L12112-5112-5n2+l~

.
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It is shown in Appendix C that the scattering transfer function can

be expanded as follows:
.

where the b are the same expansion coefficients as for the expansion
1

of f(po) in a series of the Legendre polynomials Pl(po). When Eq. (18)

is substituted in Eq. (8) and Eq. (17) is used, the transport eqyation

becomes

It is shown in

cursion relations

(2n + 2M + l)uvm =

(2n + a -1-l)qvm =

n,m = 0,1,2,...

+ &?d’(x,Y,wl)
(19)

Appendix B that the polynomials V satisfy the re-

(n + l-)(vn+~,m- ‘n+l,m-z) + (m + ‘)vn-l,m

(20)

(m+ l)(Vn,W1 - Vn-2,Wl) + (2n + m)vn,m-l

18



with the convention that polynoxntals

Multiplying Eq. (17) by Vm(l - U2 -

with the use of Eqs. (15), (17), and

the coefficients ~m:

a [(n+l)($n+l,m
E

a (m+l)($n,ml+#

with negative subscripts are zero.

V2)a and integrating we have,

(20), the following equations for

+(2Zl+n)Vn-l,m]

2

+ (2n+m)*n,m-11 (21)

+ ((Y - apn+m)(2n+atl)*m = (2n+2m+l)sm

m,n = 0,1,2,...

In these e~ations we have defined

S’JX,Y) =//
Wmdf(%Y, v,n)Vm(wl )

(22)
(1-~2-q2)*

Because we have two systems of polynomials, we can also e-d the flux

in terms of the V polynomial+ letting

00 ()
-1

ly(x,y,~,q)= x F35gf2Qy
&JPm)f&J%Y)

C%=of3=o

19



SO that

With this definition and Eq. (3-8)

variables), Eq. (8) becomes

L

(interchanging

(24)

primed and unprimed

As shown in Appendix B, the U

(2n+2m+l)@m.

(2n + 2m + l)qum =

+ 4sf(%YM)

polynomials satisfy the

(n-i-l)(2m+n+l u
n+l,m

+ (m + ‘)”n-l,m
m+n+l

(25)

recursions

(ma) (a+m+l)
m+n+l

(26)

un,mtl
+ (m + n)Un,m-l

- -n+2,m-1

m,n = 0,1,2,...

20



Again, the

are zero.

convention is used that polynomials tith negative subscripts

2 -*When we multiply Eq. (25) byum(l - p2 - q ) and inte-

grate, we obtain

~b [(n+ l)(2m+n+l)~n+l,m+ (m+n)(m+n+l)dn-l,m
m+n+l X

- (m+ 2)(m + l)@n-1,~2]

1 a [(m + 1)(21’1+ m + l)~n,~l
+ m+n+l ~y

+ (m+ n)(m+n+ l)$n,m-l

- (n + 2)(n + l)@n+2,m-11

+ (a - a6bn+m)(al+an +l)#m=(al+a+l)z$fm

with n,rn= 0,1,2)... md

(27)

(28)

.

21



Relation to the Spherical Harmonic Expansion

We define the spherical harmonic fhnction Ynm as

ynm(lWP) = Pnm(v)cow (29)

anticipating the fact that no terms in sinnrpare needed because the flux

~ is assumed even in(p. In this definition the Prim(V)are associated

Legendre polynomials defined by*

m

pnm(14 = (1 - V2)Z ~mPn(fl)
*

with m~ n and

Pn-m = (-l)m ~ Pnm

The flnmticnscodmq are an orthogonal set on OS cp~% such that

? CosllrpCospqldq= ~
o m

Where Gm is the N~n factor

(30)

(31)

(32)

Em.l M.()

(33)
=2 rn>()

*
This definition differs bya factor of (-l)m from that given in the

Bateman tables.ls

.

22



Legendre @ynmials of the same superscript are orthogonal

such that

{: Pnm(lopam(l.dm=Q -p+.2n+l n-m I

Combining Eqs. (s2) and (34) we have

We therefore expand the flux as

Ya%l#P)@@(%Y)

(34)

(35)

(36)

so that

@m(x,Y) = J/ d+lcxPYnm(ld*(x, y,U,’q) (37)

Now the scattering fhnction f(~o) can be expanded in a Legendre poly-

nomial series giving

f(po) = ~ ~’ bt pl(wo)
t=o

(38)

the same as in Eq. (1.8)and are given by

{: d+loPelf (39)

The addition theorem for spherical harmonics
14

pemnits the expansion

23



of Pg(vo) as

‘f(’o) = :0 %% ‘l’(p)pf’(”’)cos’(q - “)

Using Eqs. (~) and (38) we have

f(po+) + f(po-) = y I?!&k : ‘(1-3):
~.o a

‘o* Y,’(.,~)Yt’(w’jQ’) (41)
=

Therefore, Eq. (8) can be written

v%+ q%+ N= “s ,~o %9 ‘l. ‘%% ‘%%(’”)= =

(k2)

+ XJK’2Y$M)

The associated Legendre pol.ynomtalssatisfy the

(2n+l)@?nm(v) = (n+m)Pn-lm(U)+ (n+l

and

(a+’ 1)(1 - l?)*Pn%) = E;(P) - ~:(1.1)

=(n+2-m)(m-l

,

(40)

15
recursion relations

- On+lm(v)

- n)~j~(d

+(n+m)(n+m- l)~:;(ll)

These relations are valid for njm = 0,1,2,... m: n provided the

finition of Eq. (31) is used.

By using Eq. (~) it is not difficult to show that

24
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(44)

de-



(45)

n,m = 0,1,... m<n

We now multiply Eq. (42) by Ynm, integrate, and apply Eqs~ (35)2 (37)>

(Js~and(4~) to find

a [(n+ m)an-l,m
z

+(n+l- ‘n)@n.i-l,m]

~?) [0
-Q +(n+2-m)(m- 1 - m)@n+l,m-l+

‘2Fy n+l,m+l n-ljm+l

(46)

&

(n+m)(n+m - l)@n-l,m-l] + (2n -t-l)(a - usbn)@m = (2n + l).e!fm

n,m =

where the components

i7J%Y) =

It is shown

binations of the

0,1,2, ..0 _m<n

of the suurce are given by

JJmdwnm(w)dh%Y, u,n ) (47)

in Appendix C that the polynomials Vm are linear cow

spherical harmonic functions i.e.$ that

25



with

Multiplying

c~ ~(n + 2k)!(-l)k

2%!(m - k)!kg

Eq. (~) by ~(X,y,~,q)

r~]

(48)

.

(49)

and integrating, we have

(50)

in Eq. (21) is a linear combinationTherefore, the system of equations

of the system of eqyations of Eq. (k6). It is possible to verify this

statement directly by letting, in Eq. (~) ~ m ~ m - 2k and n + n + m-

If the resulting equations are ~ltipliedby~m ~ds=ed, Eq- (20)

is obtained. The process is straightforward except for the y derivative

terms where considerable rearrangement of the sums is rewired.

It shouldbe noted that the systems of equations in Eqs. (21) and

(27) are symetric with respect to the number of x and y derivatives

while the spherical hamnonics equations are not. This symmetry is a

consequence of the symmetry of the polynomials U and V. That is,

Vm(ll>n) =Vm(%W) ~dum(u>~) = Um(%v) so t~t ifx ~dy and v

and q are interchanged the same systems of equations are obtained.

Presumbly, the presence of this symmetry in the systems of equations

would facilitate numerical solution.-

26



In Appendix A it is shown that

x

If it is assumed that the

of Eq. (12) is integrated

flux is

over q,

(51)

independent of y, and if the expansion

the result is

(52)

In this case Eq. (21) becomes, tith m = O,

.

~ [(n+ l)* + ‘Vn-l,o]+ (un+l,O - usbn)(2n + l)~no = (~ + l)Sno

(53)
n= 0,1,2,...

Because Vno(I.L,q)is just Pn(v), these e~ations are the spherical

harmonics equations in plane geometry.

27



Specific Forms of the Biorthogonal Moments Equations

The firs% few of the equations h Eq. (21) are:

n= O,m=l

.

(54)

(56)

n=m= 1

Equation

in the x

(54) is the system bala.nceequation,because $.. is the current

direction and ~ol is

ad ’01 =n)” Equations (55)

j!ustthe current eqyuztionsof

the current in the

and (56),are, with

diffusion theory.

system of Eqs. (54),

partial differential

(55), ~d (56) Cm be reduced to

equation in ~w. Equations (54)

a second order

t-gh (56) with



20 = *O2= *12 = *21 =if O is, with one exception, the system derived

from a discrete ordinates representationby Lathr’OP
11 in the case of

isotropic scattering. The exception iS the coefficient of~ll andsll

in Eq. (57). In

set is chosen to

tering) with the

the discrete ordinates representation, the quadrature

give a diffhsion coefficient of l/3u (isotropic scat-

consequence that the coefficient of W.a and S.. is 3
-JJ. J..l

instead of 5. If the e~ations ofEq. (21) are writtenup through

m+n= 2 and truncatedby setting ~m= O forn+m= 3, the so-called

P2 equations are obtained. These

second order partial differential

Although we have not examined the

that the terminating condition ~m

eqyations can also be reduced to a

equation in the scalar flux too.

question thorou@ly, we conjecture

=Oforn+m=1 N + 1 results in a

system of eqyations equivalent to the usual PN spherical harmonics

equations.

The first

m=n= o

m= O,n=l

m=l,n=O

few of the equations in Eq. (27) are

a6A, .

+ # + (u - %bo)~oo = ~oo (58)

29



m=n=l

Again, Eq. (58) is the system balance equation, and the truncation

achieved by setting ~m = O for n + m> 1 is the consistent PI ap-

proximation.

.
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Possibilities for ltrtureInvestigations

In addition to the determination of suitable boundary conditions

and ~ssible truncation procedures, there are many avenues of research

suggested by the biorthogonal expansions of this work. For example,

12since there are many systems of biorthogonal polynomials is it pos-

sible to find a system applicable to more general geometries, in par-

ticular, (x,y,z) geometry? The properties of the U andV polynomials

suggest that an expansion over each angular hemisphere (~ < 0 or ~ > O)

is possible provided a simple recursion relation for ljVm(W,q) can be

found. However, there are biorthogonal systems of polynomials in three

2
variables that are orthogonal over the unit sphere V2 + q + g _2<1

that could%e used. These systems would tivolve expansion coefficients

with three subscripts [P~m(v)%E)) say] some of which (those with even

subscripts) wouldbe related through Eq. (3).

Another interesting problem is the determination of discrete

ordinates quadrature sets from the biorthogonal polynomials U and V.

The gyestion of mechanical quadrature is discussed briefly by ApPell.
1.6

Perhaps such sets wouldbe optimum, in the Gauss sense, for quadrature

over the hemisphere and particularly applicable for numerical discrete

ordinates solution of the transport equation. At present, there is

17
no known “best” quadrature.
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Still another avenue of research is the determination of a solution

to the systemof equations ofEqs. (21) or (2’7). In the one dimensional

cases e.g., Eq. (53), a solution of the form [using the notation of

Eq. (53)1

*no(x) = qo(v)e
m/v

is postulated and substituted in the system. If the

the consistency of the system determines permissible

(62)

system is truncated,

values ofv. The

functions

recursion

G(V) canbe found byting use of the properties of the
U

18
relation they must satisfy. A similar substitution, say

lfm(%Y) = W(V, T)ea/v +

is possible in (x,y) geometry.

tsypr
(63)

Can the functions ~ and values of v

and T be detemnined? In the one dimensional case, the ~0 are deter-

mined from the properties of the functions which satisfy the same re-

cursion relation as the ~& fOe=, the LegenMe polynomials and the

associated Legendre tictions. l%esumably, if such a techni~e is

applicable, there must be “singular” functions related to the U and

Vpolynmials. Such functions @@t be determined from the partial

differential e~tions, given by Didon,10 satisfiedby the U and V

polynomials.

As a final and practical question, do the e~sions in terms

of the U or V polynomials offer any particular advantages, other than

symmetry, over the spherical harmnic expansions?
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Appendix A

OrthOgonality Integral and Related Integrals

IX each of the appendices, results are first stated and then

verified. In this appendix we sketch the proof of:

a)

b)

c)
o

(A-1)

(A-2)

(A-3)

To prove Eq. (A-1) we follow DidonlO, and multiply the generating

functions of Eqs. (11) and (14) and integrate, giving

-i%
~/@qG1(s,t, v,n)G2(a,b,p,?)(l - IJ2‘T12)

(A-4)
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_ is the integral on the left of Eq. (A-l). The integral onwhere I

the left of Eq. (A-k) is

WJ)(
-k +

1=ss
1- Us - qt)(l - ~2- q2) (1 - 2ap - 2bq + a2+b2)

(1 - jls- @)2 + (s2 + t2)(l - U2 - V2)
(A-5)

With the following change of variables

JJ=

for which d@q

(~ + bT)/r

(bh - aT)/r (A-6)

a2+b 2 t2=s2+t2

= ~d?, the integral becomes

where

cose = (as + bt)/rf

sin61= (bs - at)/rr

(lT(l- &Ose - ~TSi..n0)(l- X2 - T2)
-h

(A-7)
(1 - WOse - rTsine)2 + r2(l - ?b2 - T2)

(A-8)

and the domain of-integration is k2 + T2 < 1. When the change of vari-

i
M= tsine(l -.~2)

second integral, it becomes

(A-9)

The integral of Eq. (A-9) can be rewritten as

(A-1O)

(A-n)

I
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‘~ in the complex Zwhich is an integral around the unit circle z = e

plane. There is one simple pole inside the circle for which the

residue is easily evaluated. The result is

.$

12=ac(L2+#-#)

= X(1 - 2rcosa + Fc0s2e)-&

The integral I is thus

n=O m=O -1
~i. ~.

. ~ ~ (rtcose)n

n=O 2n+l

where the

been used

(r~cosg)n

‘1 =

generating function expansion for

and the sums converge for ~ and r

is e~anded the result is

(A-12)

~2c0s2e)
-&

(A-13)

Legendre polynomials has

less than unity. men

(A-14)

which is e~al to the right side

variant under the transfomnation

of Eq. (A-4). Equation (A-14) is in-

a~a/p, s+p~b+b/~ t~qt,

which is true of the

Didon also discusses

less than unity.

right side of Eq. (A-4) only if Eq. (A-1) is valid.

the integral in the case when ~ and r are not both
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The integral of Eq. (A-2) is evaluated in a similar manner. In-.

tegrating G1 we have, after the substitution ~

o“ (L

where, on the left,

&
M=(l-W2)t

Nrx (l- N2)(S2 + t2)

so that, when Eq. (A-12) is

.

Wm(wl)

applied, Eq. (A-15)

Yc(l -
2+

2s~+s) = Y( ? s%’(u) = 5’ SW Jfi
C&o a=o o

from which Eq. (A-2) follows.

2&
= (1 - p ) Coscp,

=

(A-15)

(A-16)

becomes

W%(v,n) (A-17)

Equation (A-3) follows immediatelyby integration ofEq. (~), which

is derived in Appendix C.
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Appendix B

Generating Functions, Rodrigues-T!ypeFormulasj and Recursion Relations

The generating ftmctions are

Gl(a,b,~,q) =
(1-a~-bq)

= % ~ a%%m(~,~)
(1-~-b?l)2 + (a2+b2)(l-p2-q2) n=O m=O

G3(a,b,V,q) = 1- In[(l - ay-bq)2+ (a2+b2)(l - ~2 -q2)]

~ ~ a~~w(v}~ )

= ’00
+222

nm
n+m

In the sum on the righ~n = m . 0 is excluded.

.

G2(a,b,~,q) = (1 - 2aV - 2b?l+ a2 + b2)* = y ~ a%~m(~,~)
n=O m=O

(B-1)

(B-2)

(B-3)

The ftmctions Gl andG3 are generalizations of Tschebyscheff polynomial

generating fhnctions and G2 is a generalization of the Legendre poly-

nomial generating ~nction. Just as in the case of the classical poly-

nomials, there are undoubtedly other generating functions.

DidOn’” derives the Rodrigues formulas

m+n+l
2 27

‘n l+U +V
Vm(l%n) = ‘-1) m!$: = (1 + U* + V*)-*

au%vm
(B-4)
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where

-h
V=q(l-f-lf)

and

Equation (B-4) is also given in the Bateman Tables.19

There seems to be many recursion relations among

and Didon obtained only Unl = (n + l)qUnO, which is

Eq. (B-17) below. We outline the derivation of the

(n+l)(vn+l,m+vn+l,m-2)+nvn-l,m= (2n+-l)PVm

a

the polynomials

special case of

following:

(B-5)

(B-6)

+- *(n + l)qV
n+l,m-1

(B-7)

(n + m + l)Vn+l,m + (n +m)(Vn+l,m-2 +Vn-l,m) =

(2” + 2“ + Ixf.iv””+ qvn+l,m-l) (B-8)

(2n+2m+l)vVm. (n+l)(Vn+l,m -Vn+l,m-2) +(n+2m)Vn1,m (B-9)

(2ni-2m+l)qVm= (m+l)(Vn,M1 -Vn-2,Wl) + (2n+m)Vn,m-1 (B-1O)

(n+l)Vn+l,m+ (n+m)Vn.l,m= (~+m+l)kvm+ (n+l)9Vn+1,m.1 (B-II)
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(m + l)Vn,~l + (n + m)Vn,m-l = (m+l)vVn-l,W1+ (n+~+l)qVm (B-w)

dWn-l, m - ‘n-2,m) = n(qVn,m-l - Vn,m-2)

‘n+l,m + ‘1 - ~2)IJn-l,m+ 2~un,m-1 +(1- ~2)un+l,m-2 =

*@Jm
+ ‘Un+l,m-l - ‘n05m0

+(n- 1)(1 - ~2)Un-~,m + ‘@l”n,m-l +
n+mtl n+l,m

H [~m +(n + 1)(1 - V2)un+~,m-2 = n+m

(n + ‘)~”n+l,m-l] - ‘6n06m0,

(n + m + l)(2m + 2n + l)vUm = (n + I)(m + n + l)un+l,m +

(m + n)(m + n + l)Un-l,m - (m + 2)(m + l)Un-~,H2

(n + m + 1)(* + 2n + l)qUm = (m + l)(2n + m + I)un,wl +

(n + m)(n + m + l)Un,m-l - (n + *)(n + l)Un+2,m-1

(B-13)

(B-14)

(B-15)

(B-16)

(B-17)

(B-18)

(B-19)
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~ ,2$-+ =(“ + l)V.+1,.-1 (B-20)

(B-21)

In general, these e~ations hold for, n,m = 0,1,2,..., and polynomials

with negative subscripts are assumed eqyal to zero. The symmetric re-

lations obtainedby interchanging V, q, and subscripts also hold. For

example, in Eq. (B-15) the term (n + 1)(1 - ( ) isre-v2)un+l,m-2 ~J~

placedby (m+ 1)(1 - q2)Un-2,Wl(V,q). With simi~r t=sPositions

in the remaining terms a different recursion is obtained. Equations

(B-9) md (B-1O) are such a symmetric pair as are other of the re-

lations displayed. Six other recursions involving five U polynomials

can be obtatnedby eliminating a @ynomial from Eqs. (B-14) and (B-15).

In such manipulations the Kronecker delta term can be neglected.

Equation (B-7) is derivedby e~ating coefficients in the identity

(1-2q-2bq+a2+b2)~= (IJ- a)G2 (B-22)

E~ation (B-8) is derivedby following a procedure describedby Appell.
16

From Eq. (B-3) we have

+ma $
[ %][1-2( ap+b~)+a2+b2] = Z (a +b2) Pn~b

n=O
, (a2i-b2)

(B-23)

.
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from

Sn =

which

n
Z an-%% ~-m,m(P~9) = (a2 + b2); Pn(z) (B-24)

m=O

b
where z . (a+A+ bq)/(a2 + b2) . Fran the recursion relation for

Legendre polynomials,

(n+l)Pn+l(z) = (2n+l)zPn(z) -IIP-l(z) (B-25)

we form, by xmlltiplyingby (a2 + b2~+1/2,

(n + l)Sn+l = (2n +

Equating coefficients of

(B-9) through (B-13) are

l)(Ew+ bq)Sn - n(a2 +b2)Sn-1 (B-26)

powers ofa andb gives Eq. (B-8). Equations

derivedby eliminating one of the polynomials

fran (B-7) and (B-8).

Eqyation (B-14) is obtainedby eqyating coefficients in the identity

aGl ?)D
D~=-V-~G1 (B-27)

where D is the denominator of G1. When Appell’s procedure is applied to

Gly the s~e recursion is obtained. The pzmcedure does give the in-

teresting relation

#Tn(z) = ~ an-%%n-m,m
m=O

(B-28)
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where C%2= (1 - X2 - Y2)(a2 + b2) + (8x + by)2, z = (ax i-by)/a, and

Tn is a Tschebyscheff polynomial as defined in the Bateman tables.
9

Eqpation (B-15) is obtaimed from the identity

bGl bG3

‘s =-~+(1- W+M)Z (B-29)

Equations (B-16) and (B-17) are derived from the Rodrigues relation of

Eq. (B-6). For example, we postulate AU +B@m+CU +n+l, m n-l,m

w = O, where A, B, C, and D are functions of n and m. After the
n-1,m+2

application of Eq. (B-6) and some rather tedious

equations are obtained to determine A, B, C, and

not entirely satisfactorybecause it is based on

general form of the relation to be verified. In

rearrangement, enough

D. ~is procedure is

the assumption of the

this case we were led

to the assumed form by manipulations of the lower deg=e polynomials

and the desire to represent I.AUm(and qUm) in terms of other poly-

nomials with coefficients independent of v and?l. M general, rela-

tions among the U polynomials are more difficult to obtain than rela-

tions among the V polynomials. There are possibly three other rela-

tions among the U polynomials analogous to Eqs. (B-n), (B-12), and

(B-13).

Eqyatlons (B-I.8),(B-19), and (B-20) are derived Nom the identities

&22 aG2

br “F
(B-30)

.
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and

aG2 aG2
(v-a)$=b~

(B-31)

(B-32)

Equation (B-21), which is needed in expansions in cylindrical geometry,

is obtainedby conibiningEqs. (B-18), (B-19), and (B-20).
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Appendix C

Addition Theorem for the Polynomials U and V

We wish to show that

where Wof-is defined by Eq. (9). By comparing this equation with Eq.

(41)

~ (W)bf 1 c (1-S):
f(~Q+) + f(~o-) = z — +m-1 S,,Y’ %l,Q)Yg (IJYQ )

1=0 a j=o

we see that we need only prove that

To verify this identitywe first show that

[dm c~.=(n+2k)! (-I)k
Vm(l%n) = ~ ~;: (~,(p)

k=O 2mn!(m-k)!k!

and that

(C-2)

(C-3)

(c-k)

(C-5)

.

.
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In these eqyations

We start from

(a2+ b2)n/%n[(W

YIIWP) = ~P J(v)cos$p

a relation derived in Appendix B:

+b~)/(a2 +b2)A] = ~ an-%%n-m,m(w,q)
m=O

(c-6)

On the left of this eqyatio~we write the argument of the Legendre poly-

L

P’ = a/(a2 + b2)a

z

n’ = b/(a2 +b2)e

E’ = (1 - #* -712)*= ()

Using the spherical harmonic addition theoremwe have, with ~’ = O,

(C-7)

(c-8)

Letting t = b/a we conbine this relation with Eq. (c-6), obtaining

: t%n-m,m= (1 -t t2)2; :% I@ + t*)-%Y&,) (C-9)
m=o J=o

.
From the relation between PnJ

20
and the Gegenbauer polynomials we have

(c-lo)
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By e~anting (1 + t2)f in a binomial series, rearranging the sums on

the right of Eq. (C-9] and equating coefficients of powers of t in the

finite sums we have

[1[1m n-m
z? T-C ~-2k(n-n#k) !(-1)j+k(2n-2k-2j)!

n-m,m(p’q)= X Zv Ynm-%l,q) (C-n)
k=O j=O 2n(n+m-2k)!(n-m-2j)!(n-j-k)lk!jg

The rearrangement of sums is ccmrplicated,and we sketch the process

showing only the powers of t and neglecting coefficients. Startin~

from

WIn-”

: : tj(l + t2)~
j=o 1=0

we interchange order of summation and expand, obtaining

(C-I-2)

(C-13)
l=Ok=O j=O

again

order

neglecting coefficients. Letting j +j - 2k end interchanging

of su.mum.tionwe have

(C-14)

46
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At this point, we equate coefficients of powers of t and then inter-

change the order of the last two sums giving, with j +m,

~]ls+[q

z E
k=O f=k

which, with 1 = j + k gives the two sums of Eq. (C-n). The j sum-

(C-15)

mation of this equation can be expressed in closed fomnby first letting

n+n+m giving

then noting

&-k4(l) .
n

and then using

that21

[1: (-l)3(2n+2m-2k-2j)!
z
j=O 2nj!(n-2j)!(mtn-j-k)t*

Combining this

the value22

= F?-a)

(-l)3(2n+2m-2k-2j)!

2nj!(n-2j):(n+m-j-k)!

result with Eqs. (C-17) and (c-16) gives Eq. (C-h).

Equation (C-5) is obtained by direct expansion. We let

a
Y’n%w)=!! Z B#pq(v,q)

p=o q=o

=:
P

P-%@~)
2 Bns U

p=o q=o P-%q

(c-16)

(C-17)

(c-18)

(C-19)
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where the coefficients B are to be determined. That is,

(C-20)

using the orthogonality properties of the U and V @ynomials. We now

use Eq. (C-4) on the right of this equation to obtain

(C-21)

the coefficient of the expansion ofEq. (C-4). Using the

properties of the spherical harmonic functions and sim-

plifying, we have

(c-22)

When the properties of the second K.roneckerdelta are used, we find

that

(-1) 2 (n+$)!
Bnj
P-%q ‘ ()

&
n!2q T

for q-j even and that the coefficients

this result in Eq. (C-19) gtves

X4
n (-l) 2(n+j)! q

Yn%l@ =2
q=o n!2q ()%

(C-23)

are zero otherwise. Substituting

(c-24)
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provided q-j is even. The lower limit of this

q= J since [(q-j)/21! is infinite for q< j.

gives Eq. (C-5).*

We now substitute Eq. (C-4) on the left of

sum is effectively

Substituting q = j+2k

Eq. (C-3) obtaining

? f e (f-j)!

‘;O+=3-T

2Jl!(j-k)!k:

Y/(ll,dYJll’,@)

(C-25)

On the left of this equation we

let j +j + 2k and interchange

obtaining, after subtraction of

,;O~- y;(w)=

interchange the order of summation,

the order of summation once more,

the left side,

(c-26)

[

[1l-j~ (-l)k(j+2k)!U1
-j-2k,j+2k(lL’q)(t+j):

-1

?
z Yfh,d =0
k=O 2S+2kl!(j+k)!k!

*
We have not been able to find the inverse relations expressing Ym as a
sum of the V polynomials or expressing the U polynomials as a smnof
the Y functions. Either one of these relations would serve to determine
the other, and in addition would provide the information to evaluate the
integrals

nm=JJ WwJm(wl)%+lwl)T

which are zero unless n + m = a + f3.
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But

the

the qyantity in brackets is identically zero by Eq. (C-5) so that

addition theorem is verified.

In the proofwe have stated a not too obvious identity [Eq.

(C-3)] andthen verified it. We actually were led to the lef’tside

of Eq. (C-3) by conjecture based on the values for f = 0,1,2,3.

However, this form can be establishedby a procedure usedby Mathews
23

in a heuristic proof of the spherical harmonic addition theorem. If

a function g(~,~) is expanded in terms of the polynomials U,

Awl)=:
f=o J:o ‘fff$v’”)

the expansion coefficients are given by

(C-27)

(c-28)

When this relation is substituted in Eq. (C-27) the result

(C-2$3)

implies that



But for 0< p,

of Vo+ only and

q’ < x the delta functions on the left are a ihnction

can be expanded as

t5(v-~’)5(q -q)’)= : DP (v+)
~=ollo

The expansion coefficients D, are givenby

(C-31)

&

(/ C$lo+@& ~Pk(l.lo+)PJllo+)

or

2YCD1

m=l- (C-33)

since the integral on the right is equal to PI(l) . 1. merefore,

or, letting q’ -+-q)’

(c-34)

(C-35)

But in Eq. (C-30), when p’ +-q)’ on the left, the right side is un-

changed since q ‘ is an even function of q’. Therefore,
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(c-36)

When the coefficients of (21+1)/2’Jc are e~ated, the desired form of

the addition theorem is obtained.
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Appendix D

Power Series EXpansion of the U and V Polynomials, Special Values and

Miscellaneous Results

By expanding the generating functions and equating coefficients of

powers of a andb we find

[1[1: :
Vm(wl) ‘ ~

~ (-l)J+k j+k 2n#2m-2j-2k n+m-j-k n+m-2j-2k n-2j7m-2k
( )(

j=O k=O 2n+m k
n+m-J-k )( j+k )( m-2k )V

(D-1)

which reduces, as it should, to the known sum for the Legendre poly-

nomials24 when n or m is eqyal to zero. Similarly, we have

Um(lb?) = ~~ ~~ (jF)(&k)&~%2kJ ‘F + ‘2 - ‘)j+k&-2jfl-2k
(D-2)

Directly from these results we find the following

Um(o,o) = o n or m odd

n+m

()

n+m

.(-1)~ ~ n and m even

s

Um(l,o) = 5mo

(D-3)

(D-4)

(D-5)Um(o,l) = ano
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Vm(o, o) = o n or m odd

n+m’

‘~w‘“dme
Vm(v, o) = o

IiI this equation, C 4
n

n,a(l, o) = *v

m odd

()
: cn~( ~)

is a Gegenbauer polynomial.
22

(?) (%9

Combining this result with the addition theorem in the

n’ =0, flo=u)

gives

(D-6)

(D-7)

(D-8)

Consequently,

(D-g)

form (~’ = 1,

(D-lo)

(D-n)

which iS

found in

a special case

this manner.

of Eq. (C-5). Many similar relations can be
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.

.

By manipulating Eq. (D+) it is possible to show that

[

1111

1[
~m

2Um = 1ll+(112+q2-1)=+q-(~2+q2-1)=

~a that uh = (m + l)~uom.

(D-I-2)
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Appendix E

Biorthogonal Expansions in Cylindrical Geomet~

Ih two dimensional cylindrical gecnnetry(r,e) the Boltzmann equa-

tion i5’15

‘++ $#j- +W +cq(r,e,.,n) =

1 Yc
as {1 @’ J &p’*(x y,v’,q’)[f(vo+) + f(po-)l +~r,e,w,q)

o

(E-1)

where o is defined in Eq. (5)md mere the same symmetries assumed in Eq.

(8) have been used. -ding the angular flux as in Eq. (12)

: : 2cX+2p+l CM@ -1*(r,e,W,q) =
2X ()$ U@(utq)*@(rJe)

*O p=o
(E-2)

gives the relation

Vm(rYe)= Jf Q@Wm(kn)tir, e,wi ) (E-3)

With the application of this relation and the expansion of Eq. (18), the

Boltzmann equation becomes

+~(r,e,~,q) (E-4)
56
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Ihwmthis point, the egsion proceeds as in (x, Y)

the angular derivative term. We consider this term

multiplied by Vm(IL,q) and integrated is

geaetry except for

alone, which when

(E-5)

-4Pa

(E-6)

where the fact that q = O at u = ~YC has been used. Conibiningthis term

with the rest of the tmnsport equation, we have, after differentiation

of the first term,

( )+@wPvvm+&%+...

(3+7)
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When the recursion relations derived in Appendix B are applied, we find

the following equation for the expansion coefficients

b [(n+ ll(*n+l,m
z - vn+@.*) + (n + ~)vn-~,ml

+ ~ * [(m + l)(~n,wl - *n4m~) + (~ + m)vn,m-ql

+ ~ [(n + l)(m + l)~n+l,m + (n i-l)(2n i-m)*n+l,m-2

- (m i-l)(m + 2)(*n-1,W2 - *n-3,W2) + [(m - n + 1) - m(m + 3n)J*n-l,m)

+ (u - u~bn+m)(2n + 2m + l)*W = (2n + 2m + l)&(r, O)

(E-8)

E~ation (E-8)

assuming that

be removedby

flux●

= Jf d@fPC@je,WI )Vm(IJ,q ) (E-9)

can be reduced to one dimensional cylindrical geometry by

~ is independent of 0. In this case certain moments can

making use of additional syrmnetg properties of the angular

The presence of five expansion coefficients necessary to account for

the angular derivative may indicate that the biorthogonal expansion is not

optimum for cylindrical geometry,but we are not convinced that we have

found the simplest recursion for @Vm/&D.
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Appendix F

●

A General Method of Moments

Jh this appendix, for the

general moments formulation of

port equation in (xjy)

Eq. (8), restricted to

writing

sake of completeness,we describe the

Carlson7’8 as it is applied to the trans-

geometry. We consider

anisotropic scattering

#

the

and

transport eqyation,

an isotropic source,

(F-1)

(F-2)

(F-3)
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Applying flm to this eqyation we have

3usblKOTn+l, m

(F-5)
i- 3usbl$loTn,Wl -I-~(XY Y)Tm

where

{; @ f: *%”

Trun= a =0 noddorm

w

n+l . 1
7-1 7Z-=

m+n+32r~ ~

lh this general formulation the angular flux

odd

m and n even

(F-6)

is not defined explicitly

in terms of the moments ~m. Rather, any assumed angularbehavior may

be postulated with undetermined coefficients and the coefficients re-

I.atedto the moments byEq. (F-3). For example, suppose

(F-7)

(F-8)
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and enough of these e~ations can be used to determine the four coef-

ficients aOO, aOl, alO) and all. Once these coefficients are determined,

it follows that the ~m, n,m> 1 can be expressed in terms of the VW

for n,m~ 1. Therefore, a consistent set of e~ations can be formed

from the set of Eq. (F-5) by writing these equations for n,m = 0,1

and then eliminating the hi~er moments. Thus, the general formulation

of Carlson pemnits a very general choice of an@lar representation, leads

to a very simple system of moments eqyations, and makes possible the con-

sistent truncation of the system of equations. However, the treatment

of a general scattering source is cumbersome and the coupling of the

scattering source is different than in the spherical hamonic or bi-

orthogonal expansions. For example, in Eq. (F-5), the scalar flux,

$OOt appeafi in every equation for which m and n are even in contrast

to Eqs. (21), (27), or (46) in which the scalar flux appears only h

the n = m = O equations. Whether this coupling and the similar coupling

of the anisotropic terms is a computational disadvantage, is an un-

explored question.
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